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　In our highly visual and commercialized world, a company's products or services do 

not only have to be excellent. They also, and above all, have to stick out to gain attention, 

create positive emotions and establish close ties with the most diverse customers and 

clients from all backgrounds and all cultures. How to do this? Ideally this "just" works 

with a short word, a great logo, an outstanding slogan and a consistent and persistent 

marketing strategy. 

　However, there is much more to it. Having found and agreed on a trademark, various 

checks have to be done :  Are there any elder rights, especially elder identical or similar 

trademarks registered and/or used for identical or similar goods and services? Are there 

companies with the same or a similar name in the same trade channel? Are the most 

important domains available? Does the name "function" in the relevant countries? Is its 

meaning at least neutral in all cultures?

　Having done these checks and having registered the relevant trademarks (word, logo, 

and potentially slogan), the brand has to be established in the long run. Part of this is to 

consistently monitor the mark and take legal steps against copycats and counterfeiters. 

Most often, the family brand will need to be supported by sub-brands. A modernization of 

the logo might require a new trademark application. All trademarks including their 

renewals have to be managed. The logo might also be registered as a design patent – but 

at a very early point in time due to the novelty requirement.

　At all stages, it must be borne in mind that the brand is often the most valuable asset on 

a corporation's balance sheet. Thus, the brand strategy including the trademark 

management must not be regarded as a necessary evil, but as a company's top priority.
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